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ABSTRACT
We investigate the possibility of exoplanet detection orbiting source stars in microlens-
ing events through WFIRST observations. We perform a Monto Carlo simulation on
the detection rate of exoplanets via microlensing, assuming that each source star has
at least one exoplanet. The exoplanet can reflect part of the light from the parent star
or emit internal thermal radiation. In this new detection channel, we use microlensing
as an amplifier to magnify the reflection light from the planet. In the literature, this
mode of detecting exoplanets has been investigated much less than the usual mode in
which the exoplanets are considered as one companion in binary lens events. Assuming
72 days of observation per season with the cadence of 15 minutes, we find the proba-
bility of rocky planet detection with this method to be virtually zero. However, there
is non-zero probability, for the detection of Jovian planets. We estimate the detection
rates of the exoplanets by this method, using WFIRST observation to be 0.012% in
single lens events and 0.9% in the binary lens events.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The study and detection of exoplanets, as well as the in-
vestigation of their structures and potential for habitability,
has become of paramount importance and interest to the
astronomical community in the past decade. Various detec-
tion methods such as transit, radial velocity, astrometry, mi-
crolensing and direct imaging have already explored thou-
sands of exoplanets (Knutson et al. 2014; Mandel & Agol
2002; Seager & Malle´n-Ornelas 2003; Traub & Oppenheimer
2010; Guyon et al. 2005; Gaudi 2012; Rahvar 2015). Despite
the technological advances in exoplanet detection based on
space-based telescopes, microlensing is still the only feasible
approach for detecting exoplanets deep into the Milky Way
Galaxy, beyond the immediate neighborhood of the Earth
as well as planets beyond the snow line of the parent stars.
The standard approach in gravitational microlensing
method for exoplanet detection is based on the assumption
that the lens star has an exoplanet, thus forming a binary
lens. The caustic crossing of this binary system with the
source star makes a deviation from the simple microlensing
light curve. There is another method in microlensing that
is proposed by Graff & Gaudi (2000) and Sajadian & Rah-
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var (2010) where the planet orbiting around the source star
can reflection light from its parent star and makes a binary
source.
The signature of the planet as the second source can be de-
tected either (i) by the caustic crossing in the binary lensing
system (which is also proposed for detecting Extra Terres-
trial Intelligent (ETI) with the radio-wavelength (Rahvar
2016) follow-up microlensing observation ) or (ii) in the sin-
gle high magnification events. So far, this mode of detecting
exoplanets via microlensing events has not been explored as
in the standard mode, however there have been papers on
the detection of exoplanets in microlensing events in which
exoplanets are considered as sources (Spiegel et al. 2005;
Gaudi et al. 2003; Lewis 2001; Ashton & Lewis 2001; Lewis
& Ibata 2000). In this work, we investigate the prediction
of detecting exoplanets that bounded with the source stars.
Toward this goal, in this paper, we investigate the possibil-
ity and the rate of the detection of exoplanets orbiting the
source star in single-lens microlensing events as well as in a
binary-lens systems using WFIRST space-based telescopes.
To simulate the light curves for single/binary-lens configura-
tions, we assume the WFIRST’s microlensing survey would
monitor in the direction of b = −1.5 and l = 0.5 in the
Galactic coordinate with the cadence of 15-minutes in 72-
day observation per season. We assume the finite source ef-
fect for the source star but no limb darkening (Gould &
Gaucherel 1996). The plan of the paper is as follows: In
c© 2019 The Authors
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section 2, we discuss the methodology for simulation of mi-
crolensing events, potentially detectable by WFIRST. The
results will be summarized in section 3. Implications of the
results, conclusion, and prospects of exoplanet detection via
high-magnification single-lens and binary-lens microlensing
events will be discussed in section 4.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 WFIRST Specification and Observation
Strategy
The Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is
a conceptual NASA satellite. Besides addressing important
questions in a wide range of topics in astrophysics and cos-
mology, a primary science objective of WFIRST is to study
the demographics of planetary systems and to detect exo-
planets via multiple methods, such as direct imaging (based
on the coronagraph onboard WFIRST), and microlensing.
The 2.4 m telescope design of WFIRST has a smaller field
of view than the ≈ 1m class designs, but can monitor sig-
nificantly fainter stars at a given photometric precision due
to their smaller PSF and larger collecting area, resulting in
a similar number of fields being required to reach the same
number of stars, despite the difference in field of view. Af-
ter these two effects cancel, the designs with larger diameter
mirrors come out as significantly more capable scientifically
due to their improvement in the ability to measure relative
lens-source proper motions. Investigation of this possibility
is even more promising when knowing that WFIRST W149
filter (0.9 − 2µm) will have a significantly lower detection
threshold, with the zero-point magnitude of 27.61.
Despite the technology implemented in WFIRST corona-
graph, exoplanet detection by direct imaging is almost im-
possible beyond distances of 50 parsec. This makes mi-
crolensing the only feasible approach to detecting exoplan-
ets deep into the Milky Way Galaxy beyond the immedi-
ate neighborhood of the Earth. The microlensing survey of
WFIRST would monitor 1.97 deg2 of the Galactic bulge,
with 15-minute cadence, over six 72-day per season (Spergel
et al. 2015), potentially detecting thousands of exoplanets
via the perturbations that they produce on the microlensing
light curves.
As mentioned in section (1), the underlying assumption in
our simulations is that there is an exoplanet orbiting the
source star. Therefore, the observed flux is the sum of fluxes
of the source star and its planet in addition to background
noise. We assume that the noise is composed of the four
components: (i) the intrinsic Poisson fluctuation for the flux
received from the microlensing event in one exposure σ?, (ii)
the intrinsic Poisson fluctuation inside the PSF representing
the background sky flux in one exposure σsky, (iii) the read-
out noise σread, and (iv) the dark noise σdark. Thus, the total
noise σtot in the observed flux is given by,
σtot =
√
σ2? + σ2sky + σ
2
read + σ
2
dark . (1)
Then we calculate the interval that the noisy signal has
magnitude less than the zero-point magnitude of WFIRST
and also more than saturation magnitude which is ≈ 14.8
(Penny et al. 2019). Since WFIRST is a wide field telescope
(with a view 100 times greater than Hubble’s), there is no
need that events to be alerted to WFIRST. The exposure
time for the filter W149 is 46.8s and the average of slew time
and settle time is 83.1s.
2.2 Parameters for the source and lens stars
The simple microlensing effect (a point-like source and a
point-like lens with uniform relative motion with respect to
the line of sight) has some characteristic features that allow
one to distinguish it from any known intrinsic stellar vari-
ability. These features are as follows: given the low proba-
bility of the source and detector alignment within RE (Ein-
stein radius), the event should be singular in the history of
the source (as well as of the deflector’s). The magnification
is independent of the color and is a simple function of time,
depending on the minimum impact parameter (i.e., u0), the
Einstein crossing time (i.e., tE, which is the time for crossing
the Einstein radius) and the time of maximum magnifica-
tion (i.e., t0). As the geometric configuration of the source-
deflector system is random, the impact parameters of the
events must be uniformly distributed. The so-called simple
microlensing description can be complicated in many differ-
ent ways: for instance, multiple lens and source systems, ex-
tended sources, parallax, and Xallarap effects (Moniez et al.
(2017) and the references therein). These complications are
beyond the scope of this study and have no significant effect
on the results. In this paper, we consider extended source
and therefore, define the source star radii where the normal-
ized angular size of the star to the Einstein angle is called
ρ?. In the case of binary-lens microlensing events, we need
two extra parameters which determine the mass ratio of the
mass lenses, q, and the separation distance between them,
s.
For mass density in the Milky Way galaxy, we use the Be-
sanc¸on model as discussed in (Schlegel et al. 1998; Robin
et al. 2003; Gardner et al. 2014). In this model, the dis-
tribution of the matter in our Galaxy is described by the
superposition of the eight thin disk structures with differ-
ent ages, a thick disk component, and a central (old) bar
structure made of two components. We consider the updated
model from (Gardner et al. 2014) that appears to be specif-
ically adapted to the Galactic plane, and choose the fitted
parameters associated with a two ellipsoid bar. This model
with using the distribution of stars from the Hipparcos cata-
log has been successfully used to interpret the microlensing
data of EROS collaboration in the direction of the spiral
arms (Moniez et al. 2017). For generating binary lenses, the
mass ratio between the two lenses is taken from the distri-
bution function (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991) as
ξ(q) = exp
[−(q − µ)2
2σ2q
]
(2)
where q = M2/M1, µ = 0.23 and σq = 0.42. We choose the
semi-major axis s of the binary orbit of microlenses from the
O¨pik’s law where the distribution function for the primary-
secondary distance is proportional to ρ(s) = dN/ds ∝ s−1
in the range of s ∈ [0.6, 30] AU.
In our simulation, we consider the distance effect of the
source stars as well as the reddening of the source stars on
the stellar apparent magnitudes. After generating the posi-
tion and the type of a star, we estimate the extinction due to
dust along the line of sight using the 3D extinction map well
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provided by (Marshall et al. 2006). Then, we use the rela-
tions in (Nishiyama et al. 2006, 2008) and (Nishiyama et al.
2009) to transpose the extinction of I and V passbands into
the passband of WFIRST satellite. We consider extinction
in H-band for the filter W149 since according to Figure 1 in
(Penny et al. 2019) this filter has more overlap in H-band.
2.3 Parameters for the Exoplanets
In this part we discuss the parameters of the exoplanets, as-
suming that all source stars have exoplanets. To assign the
characteristic parameters of the exoplanets in our simula-
tions, we divide them into two main categories of the rocky
and the Jovian planets. Based on the standard theory of the
planet formation, the orbital distance of the rocky planets is
within the snow line of its parent star (Kennedy et al. 2006;
Kennedy & Kenyon 2008). The snow line of any star can be
written in terms of the snow line of the Sun as,
RSL,? = RSL, × M?
M
, (3)
where M? is the mass of the parent star (Gould et al. 2010).
For the Jovian planets, because they can migrate inward
from the large distance (Murray et al. 1998; Papaloizou &
Terquem 2006), we consider the minimum distance close to
the parent star equal to 0.01 A.U. and its maximum amount
10 A.U.. This range is adapted from the MOA microlensing
observations that there is at least one bound planet per star
in this range, i.e., ap = 0.01 − 10 A.U. (Sumi et al. 2011).
We assume that the distribution of the exoplanet semi ma-
jor axis obeys Opik law.
The exoplanet masses have to be in the range of 0.1−104M⊕.
Thus, if the exoplanet is located at the distance closer than
the snow-line of its parent star and also its mass Mp is
less than 6M⊕ (equivalently, the planet radii Rp is approxi-
mately less than 1.6R⊕), then we assume that it is a rocky
planet, otherwise it is considered as a Jovian planet. (Marcy
et al. 2014; Rogers 2015; Lopez & Rice 2016; Lopez & Fort-
ney 2014). For the binary lenses in our simulation, out of
106 events, 579559 simulated events are due to binary lenses
with a companion having a lower mass in the range of 13−80
Jupiter mass which is the mass range for brown dwarfs.
Therefore, binary lenses with a brown dwarf companion are
dominated. Also, in our simulation, we adapt the relation
between the radii of the planet and its mass as suggested in
Bashi et al. (2017) where above ∼ 120 Earth mass planets,
the radius of planets slightly change with their masses.
The configuration that is assumed for the lens, source star,
and the planet in this paper implies that the observed light
curve of microlensing events is a combination of two indi-
vidual single-lens light curves, one due to the source star
and the other by the planet. Thus, in order to add the two
light curves, a new parameter representing the ratio of the
planet’s flux to the flux of the parent star, z = Fp/F? is
needed. This parameter is one of the main factors in the de-
tectability of the planet.
The flux receiving from a planet contains thermal radiation
due to the intrinsic temperature of the planet, as well as the
reflection radiation from the parent star. Assuming the ther-
mal emission of the planet to follow a black body radiation
(Lo´pez-Morales & Seager 2007), the planet’s temperature
can be computed by taking into account the absorption of
the parent star’s radiation by the planet, which is subse-
quently reradiated according to the Boltzman’s law,
Tp = Teff
√
R?
ap
[
f × (1−AB)
]1/4
, (4)
where AB is the albedo, and f describes the fraction of rera-
diated energy that is absorbed by the planet, R? is the ra-
dius of the star and ap is the distance of the planet from
the parent star, Teff is the effective temperature of the star
and Tp is the temperature of the planet. (Harrington et al.
2006; Knutson et al. 2007). f = 2/3 represents a hot Jupiter
with low advection and significant temperature difference
between the day and night on the planet. At the other ex-
treme, f = 1/4 represents a planet with high redistribution
of energy. Because a hot Jupiter could be mostly detected,
we choose 2/3 for all the planets. We assume that the Albedo
of the rocky and Jovian planets is that of Mars and Jupiter
(i.e., 0.15 and 0.52), respectively.
Assuming that the planet radiation manners same as a black
body, its thermal flux (Fth) at the given frequency ν is given
by the Planck’s law as,
I(ν, Tp) =
2h ν3
c2
1
exp (hν/kTp)− 1 , (5)
where I(ν, Tp) represents the emitted power per unit area of
the emitting surface, per unit solid angle, per unit frequency.
Integrating (5) over the energy window of WFIRST detector
(W149 filter) and over an half-sphere yields the thermal flux
of the planet as seen by WFIRST. The flux of the planet due
to the reflection (i.e., Fref) of parent staraˆA˘Z´s light is given
by
Fref = Ag g(Φ) F?(
Rp
ap
)2, (6)
where g(Φ) indicates a fraction of the lighted area of the
planet in front of the observer, Ag is geometric albedo, F? is
the flux of the parent star, Rp is the radius of the planet. For
geometric albedo, we use the relation Ag = 2/3AB (Sajadian
& Rahvar 2010) and g(Φ) is calculated based on the orbital
motion of the planet. Thus, the net flux of the planet (Fp)
can be computed as the sum of the thermal flux (Fth) and re-
flection flux (Fref). Eventually, we can calculate z = Fp/F?.
We note that the reflection flux is mainly important in the
optical bands while the thermal flux dominates in the infra-
red and sub-millimeter wavelengths. For the Jovian planets,
the internal radiation of the planet due to contraction might
be important. However, based on Aitken & Jones (1972), the
planetary thermal emission of Jupiter has pick in the range
of 8− 13 µm, (see Fig.2 in Aitken & Jones (1972)). Thus, it
is almost beyond the WFISRT range.
Without loss of generality, one can assume a circular orbit
for planets. Therefore, for parameterizations of an orbit one
would need the radius of orbit (ap), the period of orbital
motion (T ), the inclination angle between the orbital sur-
face and the lens surface (I), as well as the angle between
the orbit and relative velocity of source and lens star (β).
Using the aforementioned parameters, one can calculate the
magnification by taking into account the finite size effect for
both the planet and the source star. For each event, we sim-
ulate data by assuming every 15 minutes cadence to be in
the interval of [−2tE, 2tE]. We calculate the magnification as
a function of time for both the source star and its planet.
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2019)
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Figure 1. The two samples of predicted final light curve in the Monte Carlo simulations of WFISRT; Left: in single-lens case (ρ? = 0.009,
u◦ = 0.02): the predicted characteristic of the exoplanet are: orbital distance:0.011AU , the mass: 968.3M⊕ and the temperature: 1779.6K
with ∆χ2 = 1639, Right: in binary-lens events (ρ? = 0.001, u◦ = 0.04, q = 0.85 and s = 1.5RE): the predicted characteristic of the
exoplanet are: orbital distance:0.01AU , the mass: 787.9M⊕ and the temperature: 1863.8K with ∆χ2 = 526
.
Figure 2. The predicted distribution of the characteristics of the detectable exoplanets in the Monte Carlo simulations WFIRST.
Left: The efficiency of detectable exoplanets in terms of minimum impact parameter in single-lens events and Right: The efficiency of
detectable exoplanets in terms of the mass ratio of lens objects in the binary-lens events.
2.4 Detectability of the simulated events
The detectability of an exoplanet depends on the choice of
one of the two possible models for generating light curves.
In the first model, a light curve can be generated only
by considering a source star with parameters (u0, t0, tE, ρ?)
for single-lens and (u0, t0, tE, ρ?, s, q) in case of binary-lens
events, where q is the mass ratio of lens objects and s is
the projected distance between them normalized to the Ein-
stein radius. In both models, a light curve can be gener-
ated by including a planet in addition to the source star, it
means that the models have extra parameters characterized
by (ap, ωp,Mp, z, β, u◦p, I), where ap, ωp, Mp, β, u◦p are or-
bital distance, angular velocity, mass of planet, initial phase
and impact parameter of the exoplanet, z is the flux ratio
of exoplanet and source star and I is the inclination of the
orbital plane.
For both models, we use χ2 criterion to test the detectability
of a planetary signal. This criterion is based on the differ-
ence between χ2 of two models; We accept the hypothesis
of an exoplanet detection whenever ∆χ2 > 150 which is a
reasonable threshold for space-based telescopes (Bennett &
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2019)
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Figure 3. The predicted distributions of the mass, temperature
and orbital distance of the detectable exoplanets in the Monte
Carlo simulations of WFIRST from top to bottom in all simulated
events.
Rhie 2002; Penny et al. 2019; Bennett et al. 2003; Penny
et al. 2013; Henderson et al. 2014; Yee et al. 2012, 2013).
3 RESULTS
The results of our simulations show that the probability
of detecting rocky planets by both configurations, single-
lens and binary-lens, is negligibly small, virtually zero by
WFIRST. Therefore, Jovian planets have the highest prob-
abilities of detection under both configurations. This is
mainly due to their higher temperatures compared to rocky
planets, which leads to a significant amount of their radia-
tion to be in or near the infrared.
In Figure 1, we show two samples of microlensing events,
single (left panel) and binary-lens (right-panel), in which
the source stars are planetary systems. In each panel, the
light curve of the source star itself is shown with dashed
curve and the overall light curve with the solid curve. In
both light curves, the planetary signals are detectable. As
seen in the light curves, the planetary signals are very small
and can be misinterpreted as parallax, or orbital-motion
of binary sources (Rahvar & Dominik 2009) so-called Xal-
larap, or triple-lensing and possible other perturbation ef-
fects. It is worthful to find all degenerate models and to
estimate the number of events with such small perturba-
tions in WFIRST data. However, our aim here is to estimate
the statistics of the exoplanet signals from this microlensing
channel. Once the observation with WFIRST is done, the
light curves should be compared with all possible models.
Figure (2-left) illustrates the rate of the detected ex-
oplanets as a function of the minimum impact parameter
seen from WFIRST in single lens events. A smaller impact
parameter implies a higher number of detected exoplanets.
Right panel of Figure (2) shows the detection rate of exo-
planets in terms of the mass ratio of lens stars in binary lens
events. Again, as expected the rate is higher when the mass
ratio of lens stars is closer to 1. In this case, the caustic lines
from the binary lens produce the largest area on the source
plane (Dominik 1999).
Our Monte Carlo simulations of WFIRST data predict, un-
der the assumption of single lens configuration, that the
number of detecting a Jovian planet in the distance range
of 0.01 to 10A.U. of the parent star, is about ≈ 0.012%
with confidence level 95%. For the binary-lens simulation
this number increases to ≈ 0.9% with confidence level of
95%.
In Figure (3) we plot the efficiency function for detection
of events in terms of the mass, temperature and orbital dis-
tance of the planets orbiting the source stars for Single-lens
(dotted line) and binary-lens (solid line) channels from top
to bottom, respectively. Accordingly, (i) the heavier planets
have a larger size and as a result, have higher radiation, (ii)
the hotter exoplanets have higher thermal radiation and (iii)
the closer exoplanets to their host stars are hotter as well as
have more reflected flux.
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2019)
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS
One of the merits of microlensing as a planet-finding tech-
nique is that it is the only technique that can routinely de-
tect the exoplanets which are far from us and located in the
center of Milky Way galaxy. In the conventional method,
the planet orbiting around the lens star, as a binary lens
produces caustic features and caustic crossing of the source
star has the detection signature of the planets. Also, in the
binary-lens system, detection of the exoplanets is indepen-
dent of the type of host-star. Thus, this is a very unique tool
to detect exoplanets which could not be hunted by the other
methods. In addition, the microlensing technique is most
sensitive to planets in the region of ≈ 1−10 AU over a wide
range of masses where other planet detection techniques lack
the sensitivity to detect them. However, the 1 − 10 AU re-
gion is perhaps the most important region of proto-planetary
disks and planetary systems for determining their formation
and subsequent evolution, and can be the habitable domain
for the lens-star.
In this paper we consider another channel for detection
of exoplanets where the exoplanet is orbiting around the
source star. Here we took, the two major configurations in
microlensing events: single and binary-lens systems in which
the source star has an exoplanet. However, there are some
possibility to have more than two lens objects (Daneˇk &
Heyrovsky´ 2019) and also, some non-negligible possibility
to have the multi-planetary systems such as solar system.
We only assume the source star has an exoplanet and do
not consider the possibility of the detection of exoplanets
when it contributes as one of the lens objects in the binary
lens system. So far about 90 exoplanets were detected via
microlensing events 1. The exoplanets were mostly detected
due to the caustic crossing in binary-lens events in which
the exoplanet is one of the lens objects.
We have performed a detailed simulation of WFIRST ob-
servations in order to estimate the planet detection yield of
its microlensing survey in our new observational channel.
Having done so, we estimate that the probability of the ex-
oplanet detection is ≈ 0.00012 in single lens and ≈ 0.009
in binary lens microlensing events in WFIRST observation.
One should note that the probability of exoplanet detection
with this method is a conditional probability and it depends
on the probability of detection of the microlensing event
P = P (exoplanet detection|microlensing detection) (7)
= P1(microlensing detection)× Pp(exoplanet detection).
Hence, the number of exoplanets that will be detected via
WFIRST satellite through this channel of microlensing ob-
servation can be given by:
Np,sat = Tobs N? Γsat (8)
where Tobs is the observational time, N? is the number of
background stars detectable by WFISR and the Γsat is the
rate of microlensing events with planetary signal detectable
by the satellite which can be given by:
Γsat =
2
pi
<
WFIRST(tE)
tE
> τ Pp Pd (9)
1 https://exoplanet.eu
WFIRST Microlensing Survey
for Binary-Source Events
Stars (W149 < 25) 240× 106
Optical Depth 2.4× 10−6
Microlensing Event (|u◦| <= 1) ≈ 27000
Planet Detection ≈ 75
Table 1. The first line represents the expected total number of
microlensing events for six seasons where each season has 72 days
monitoring (Penny et al. 2019) . The second line is the optical
depth toward b = −1.5 and l = 0.5 . The third line is the ex-
pected number of overall microlensing events and the fourth line
is the number of exoplanets that can be detected via planet-source
channel.
where, WFIRST(tE) is the WFIRST efficiency for detecting
microlensing events with the duration of tE, and Pd is the
probability of deflector being binary lens (Pb) or single lens
(Ps) and Pb = 0.3 and Ps = 0.7 assuming that 30% of
microlensing events are binary and 70% are single lens.
We have performed the simulation toward l = 0.5◦ and
b = −1.5◦. In this direction, according to (Penny et al.
2019) the number of source stars detectable by WFIRST
with magnitude bellow than 25 is 240 × 106. The opti-
cal depth is τ = 2.4 × 10−6 averaged over the distance
of source stars (Mroz et al. 2019). Form our simulation
< WFIRST/tE >= 0.035. Hence, WFIRST satellite will de-
tect around ≈ 3 exoplanets (from binary lensing) and ≈ 70
exoplanets (from single lensing) toward the Galactic bulge.
We summarize the results in Table (1). The number of exo-
planets for different ranges of mass, temperature, and orbital
distance for the single lens and binary lens events are also
given in Table (2). These exoplanets that could be detected
are Jovian-like planets and located in the galactic bulge,
which can provide an understanding of the planet formation
in this part of Galaxy.
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